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Agenda

• Mathworks – Parallel Computing toolbox

• Parallel Computing with Matlab on Amazon 
Cloud

• Matlab over GPGPU

• Matlab (Octave) + HTCondor (we will have to 
learn HTCondor first) 

• Parallel Matlab (Octave) using MatlabMPI

• Parallel Matlab (Octave) using pMatlab



Mathworks – Parallel Computing toolbox

• Parallel Computing without CUDA or MPI(...)

• The toolbox provides  “workers” (MATLAB 
computational engines) to execute applications 
locally on a multicore desktop

• Parallel for-loops (parfor) for running task-parallel 
algorithms on multiple processors

• Computer cluster and grid support (with MATLAB 
Distributed Computing Server)



Parallel Computing toolbox

2011



2012



When installing Matlab check the 
Parallel Computing Toolbox







validation





Matlab 2012B







Version 2014a on Linux



Version 2014a on Linux



parfor - Parallel for loop

parfor - Parallel for loop

Syntax

parfor loopvar = initval:endval; statements; end
parfor (loopvar = initval:endval, M); statements; end

Description

parfor loopvar = initval:endval; statements; end executes a series of MATLAB commands 
denoted here as statements for values of loopvar between initval and endval, inclusive, 
which specify a vector of increasing integer values. Unlike a traditional for-loop, there is 
no guarantee of the order in which the loop iterations are executed. 

The general format of a parfor statement is:

parfor loopvar = initval:endval
    <statements> 
end 



parfor – an example

Perform three large eigenvalue computations 
using three computers or cores:
ntasks = 4
matlabpool(ntasks) 
parfor i=1:ntasks, 
  c(:,i) = eig(rand(500)); 
end



>> ntasks = 4;
>> tic;for i=1:ntasks,
c(:,i)=eig(rand(1000));
end; toc
Elapsed time is 18.545340 seconds.
>> tic;parfor i=1:ntasks,
c(:,i)=eig(rand(1000));
end; toc
Elapsed time is 10.980618 seconds.
>> 

>> ntasks = 4;
>> tic;for i=1:ntasks,
c(:,i)=eig(rand(1000));
end; toc
Elapsed time is 18.545340 seconds.
>> tic;parfor i=1:ntasks,
c(:,i)=eig(rand(1000));
end; toc
Elapsed time is 10.980618 seconds.
>> 

For vs. Parfor



4 tasks

Demo: …/lecture09/code/parallel0.m



8 tasks

Version 2014a on Linux 
(i7 processor)



Demo: ~/lecture09/parallel1.mDemo: ~/lecture09/parallel1.m







Parallel1.m
8 tasks on core i7

>> close all
>> clear all
>> parallel1
Parallel pool using the 'local' profile is shutting 
down.

ntasks =

     8

Matrix has been generated
Elapsed time is 31.812732 seconds.
done serial
Warning: matlabpool will be removed in a future 
release.
Use parpool instead. 
Starting matlabpool using the 'local' profile ... 
connected to 8 workers.
Elapsed time is 19.150792 seconds.
done parallel
>> 



spmd



optional

https://www.mathworks.com/videos/series/
parallel-and-gpu-computing-tutorials-97719.html



Parallel Computing Toolbox and MATLAB 
Distributed Computing



Parallel Computing with Matlab on Amazon 
Cloud







Matlab and GPU computing

~/.../lectures/08/matlab_code







MandelbrotViewer



A = rand(100, GPUsingle); % A is on GPU memory
B = rand(100, GPUsingle); % B is on GPU memory
C = A+B; % executed on GPU.
D = fft(C); % executed on GPU

Executed on GPU 

A = single(rand(100)); % A is on CPU memory
B = single(rand(100)); % B is on CPU memory
C = A+B; % executed on CPU. 
D = fft(C); % executed on CPU 

Executed on CPU

Let’s try this



Matlab Parallel Addons



gpuBench







GPU results









CPU results





MatlabMPI and pMatlab



Parallel Matlab (Octave) using 
MatlabMPI

Files location: vdwarf - /usr/local/PP/MatlabMPI

Read the README there!

cd to the examples directory

 eval( MPI_Run('basic', 3,machines) );
 where:
machines = {‘vdwarf1'  ‘vdwarf2‘ ‘vdwrf3’}



MatlabMPI
http://www.ll.mit.edu/mission/isr/matlabmpi/matlabmpi.html#introduction

http://www.ll.mit.edu/mission/isr/matlabmpi/matlabmpi.html
http://www.ll.mit.edu/mission/isr/matlabmpi/matlabmpi.html


Available examples:
    xbasic.m       Extremely simple MatlabMPI program that prints out the rank 
of                           each processor.
    basic.m         Simple MatlabMPI program that sends data from processor 1 
to            processor 0.
    multi_basic.m   Simple MatlabMPI program that sends data from
                         processor 1 to processor 0 a few times.
    probe.m        Simple MatlabMPI program that demonstrates the
                         using MPI_Probe to check for incoming messages.
    broadcast.m     Tests MatlabMPI broadcast command.
    basic_app.m     Examples of the most common usages of MatlabMPI.
    basic_app2.m    Examples of the most common usages of MatlabMPI.
    basic_app3.m    Examples of the most common usages of MatlabMPI.
    basic_app4.m    Examples of the most common usages of MatlabMPI.
    blurimage.m     MatlabMPI test parallel image processing application.
    speedtest.m     Times MatlabMPI for a variety of messages.
    synch_start.m   Function for synchronizing starts.
    machines.m      Example script for creating a machine description.
    unit_test.m     Wrapper for using an example as a unit test.
    unit_test_all.m Calls all of the examples as way of testing the
                    entire library.
    unit_test_mcc.m Wrapper for using an example as a mcc unit test.
    unit_test_all_mcc.m Calls all of the examples using MPI_cc
                    as way of testing the entire library.



MatlabMPI Demo
Installed on the vdwarf machines



MatlabMPI implements the fundamental 
communication operations in MPI using 
MATLAB’s file I/O functions.



MatlabMPI
http://www.ll.mit.edu/mission/isr/matlabmpi/matlabmpi.html#introduction

http://www.ll.mit.edu/mission/isr/matlabmpi/matlabmpi.html
http://www.ll.mit.edu/mission/isr/matlabmpi/matlabmpi.html


Add to Matlab path:

vdwarf2.ee.bgu.ac.il> cat startup.m
addpath /usr/local/PP/MatlabMPI/src
addpath /usr/local/PP/MatlabMPI/examples
Addpath ./MatMPI



xbasic

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Basic Matlab MPI script that
% prints out a rank.
%
% To run, start Matlab and type:
%
%   eval( MPI_Run('xbasic',2,{}) );
%
% Or, to run a different machine type:
%
%   eval( MPI_Run('xbasic',2,{'machine1' 'machine2'}) );
%
% Output will be piped into two files:
%
%   MatMPI/xbasic.0.out
%   MatMPI/xbasic.1.out
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% MatlabMPI
% Dr. Jeremy Kepner
% MIT Lincoln Laboratory
% kepner@ll.mit.edu
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%



% Initialize MPI.
MPI_Init;

% Create communicator.
comm = MPI_COMM_WORLD;

% Modify common directory from default for better performance.
% comm = MatMPI_Comm_dir(comm,'/tmp');

% Get size and rank.
comm_size = MPI_Comm_size(comm);
my_rank = MPI_Comm_rank(comm);

% Print rank.
disp(['my_rank: ',num2str(my_rank)]);

% Wait momentarily.
pause(2.0);

% Finalize Matlab MPI.
MPI_Finalize;
disp('SUCCESS');
if (my_rank ~= MatMPI_Host_rank(comm))
  exit;
end



Demo folder ~/matlab/, watch top at the other machine



Parallel Matlab (Octave) using pMatlab

Global arrays – “…Communication is hidden from the programmer; arrays
are automatically redistributed when necessary, without the knowledge of the 
programmer…”

“…The ultimate goal of pMatlab is to move beyond basic messaging (and its
inherent programming complexity) towards higher level parallel data structures and 
functions, allowing any MATLAB user to parallelize their existing program by simply 
changing and adding a few lines,

Source: http://www.ll.mit.edu/mission/isr/pmatlab/pMatlab_intro.pdf

Global arrays – “…Communication is hidden from the programmer; arrays
are automatically redistributed when necessary, without the knowledge of the 
programmer…”

“…The ultimate goal of pMatlab is to move beyond basic messaging (and its
inherent programming complexity) towards higher level parallel data structures and 
functions, allowing any MATLAB user to parallelize their existing program by simply 
changing and adding a few lines,

Source: http://www.ll.mit.edu/mission/isr/pmatlab/pMatlab_intro.pdf



Instead of:



Write using pMatlab:







Proceed to pMatlab slides...



Matlab (Octave) + Condor
Sample 1:

submit file (cp.sub)
------------------------
universe        = vanilla
executable      = cp1.bat
initialdir      = C:\user\CondorMatlab
log             = matlabtest.log
error           = matlabtest.err
input           = CondorMatlabTest.m
getenv          = true
requirements    = (NAME == "slot1@remotePC")
queue
---------------------------

cp1.bat
----------------
cd "C:\PROGRA~1\MATLAB\R2007b\bin\win32"
matlab.exe  -r  "CondorMatlabTest"
 



Condor Demos

• On my PC: C:\Users\telzur\Documents\BGU\
Teaching\ParallelProcessing\PP2011A\Lectures\06\
condor_demo_2010

• *** has a bug ***

On the Linux vdwarf – Condor + Octave
/users/agnon/misc/tel-zur/condor/octave

• On the Linux vdwarf – Condor + Matlab
/users/agnon/misc/tel-zur/condor/matlab/
example_legendre



0utput of the Matlab+Condor demo0utput of the Matlab+Condor demo
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Mathworks – Parallel Computing toolbox

• Parallel Computing without CUDA or MPI(...)

• The toolbox provides  “workers” (MATLAB 
computational engines) to execute applications 
locally on a multicore desktop

• Parallel for-loops (parfor) for running task-parallel 
algorithms on multiple processors

• Computer cluster and grid support (with MATLAB 
Distributed Computing Server)
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parfor - Parallel for loop

parfor - Parallel for loop

Syntax

parfor loopvar = initval:endval; statements; end
parfor (loopvar = initval:endval, M); statements; end

Description

parfor loopvar = initval:endval; statements; end executes a series of MATLAB commands 
denoted here as statements for values of loopvar between initval and endval, inclusive, 
which specify a vector of increasing integer values. Unlike a traditional for-loop, there is 
no guarantee of the order in which the loop iterations are executed. 

The general format of a parfor statement is:

parfor loopvar = initval:endval
    <statements> 
end 



  

 

parfor – an example

Perform three large eigenvalue computations 
using three computers or cores:

ntasks = 4
matlabpool(ntasks) 
parfor i=1:ntasks, 
  c(:,i) = eig(rand(500)); 
end



  

 

>> ntasks = 4;
>> tic;for i=1:ntasks,
c(:,i)=eig(rand(1000));
end; toc
Elapsed time is 18.545340 seconds.
>> tic;parfor i=1:ntasks,
c(:,i)=eig(rand(1000));
end; toc
Elapsed time is 10.980618 seconds.
>> 

>> ntasks = 4;
>> tic;for i=1:ntasks,
c(:,i)=eig(rand(1000));
end; toc
Elapsed time is 18.545340 seconds.
>> tic;parfor i=1:ntasks,
c(:,i)=eig(rand(1000));
end; toc
Elapsed time is 10.980618 seconds.
>> 

For vs. Parfor



  

 

4 tasks

Demo: …/lecture09/code/parallel0.m



  

 

8 tasks

Version 2014a on Linux 
(i7 processor)



  

 

Demo: ~/lecture09/parallel1.mDemo: ~/lecture09/parallel1.m



  

 



  

 



  

 

Parallel1.m
8 tasks on core i7

>> close all
>> clear all
>> parallel1
Parallel pool using the 'local' profile is shutting 
down.

ntasks =

     8

Matrix has been generated
Elapsed time is 31.812732 seconds.
done serial
Warning: matlabpool will be removed in a future 
release.
Use parpool instead. 
Starting matlabpool using the 'local' profile ... 
connected to 8 workers.
Elapsed time is 19.150792 seconds.
done parallel
>> 



  

 

spmd



  

 

optional

https://www.mathworks.com/videos/series/
parallel-and-gpu-computing-tutorials-97719.html



  

 

Parallel Computing Toolbox and 
MATLAB Distributed Computing



  

 

Parallel Computing with Matlab on 
Amazon Cloud



  

 



  

 



  

 

Matlab and GPU computing

~/.../lectures/08/matlab_code



  

 



  

 



  

 

MandelbrotViewer



  

 

A = rand(100, GPUsingle); % A is on GPU memory
B = rand(100, GPUsingle); % B is on GPU memory
C = A+B; % executed on GPU.
D = fft(C); % executed on GPU

Executed on GPU 

A = single(rand(100)); % A is on CPU memory
B = single(rand(100)); % B is on CPU memory
C = A+B; % executed on CPU. 
D = fft(C); % executed on CPU 

Executed on CPU

Let’s try this



  

 

Matlab Parallel Addons



  

 

gpuBench



  

 



  

 



  

 

GPU results



  

 



  

 



  

 



  

 

CPU results



  

 



  

 

MatlabMPI and pMatlab



  

 

Parallel Matlab (Octave) using 
MatlabMPI

Files location: vdwarf - /usr/local/PP/MatlabMPI

Read the README there!

cd to the examples directory

 eval( MPI_Run('basic', 3,machines) );
 where:
machines = {‘vdwarf1'  ‘vdwarf2‘ ‘vdwrf3’}



  

 

MatlabMPI
http://www.ll.mit.edu/mission/isr/matlabmpi/matlabmpi.html#introduction



  

 

Available examples:
    xbasic.m       Extremely simple MatlabMPI program that prints out the rank 
of                           each processor.
    basic.m         Simple MatlabMPI program that sends data from processor 1 
to            processor 0.
    multi_basic.m   Simple MatlabMPI program that sends data from
                         processor 1 to processor 0 a few times.
    probe.m        Simple MatlabMPI program that demonstrates the
                         using MPI_Probe to check for incoming messages.
    broadcast.m     Tests MatlabMPI broadcast command.
    basic_app.m     Examples of the most common usages of MatlabMPI.
    basic_app2.m    Examples of the most common usages of MatlabMPI.
    basic_app3.m    Examples of the most common usages of MatlabMPI.
    basic_app4.m    Examples of the most common usages of MatlabMPI.
    blurimage.m     MatlabMPI test parallel image processing application.
    speedtest.m     Times MatlabMPI for a variety of messages.
    synch_start.m   Function for synchronizing starts.
    machines.m      Example script for creating a machine description.
    unit_test.m     Wrapper for using an example as a unit test.
    unit_test_all.m Calls all of the examples as way of testing the
                    entire library.
    unit_test_mcc.m Wrapper for using an example as a mcc unit test.
    unit_test_all_mcc.m Calls all of the examples using MPI_cc
                    as way of testing the entire library.



  

 

MatlabMPI Demo
Installed on the vdwarf machines



  

 

MatlabMPI implements the fundamental 
communication operations in MPI using 
MATLAB’s file I/O functions.



  

 

MatlabMPI
http://www.ll.mit.edu/mission/isr/matlabmpi/matlabmpi.html#introduction



  

 

Add to Matlab path:

vdwarf2.ee.bgu.ac.il> cat startup.m
addpath /usr/local/PP/MatlabMPI/src
addpath /usr/local/PP/MatlabMPI/examples
Addpath ./MatMPI



  

 

xbasic

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Basic Matlab MPI script that
% prints out a rank.
%
% To run, start Matlab and type:
%
%   eval( MPI_Run('xbasic',2,{}) );
%
% Or, to run a different machine type:
%
%   eval( MPI_Run('xbasic',2,{'machine1' 'machine2'}) );
%
% Output will be piped into two files:
%
%   MatMPI/xbasic.0.out
%   MatMPI/xbasic.1.out
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% MatlabMPI
% Dr. Jeremy Kepner
% MIT Lincoln Laboratory
% kepner@ll.mit.edu
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%



  

 

% Initialize MPI.
MPI_Init;

% Create communicator.
comm = MPI_COMM_WORLD;

% Modify common directory from default for better performance.
% comm = MatMPI_Comm_dir(comm,'/tmp');

% Get size and rank.
comm_size = MPI_Comm_size(comm);
my_rank = MPI_Comm_rank(comm);

% Print rank.
disp(['my_rank: ',num2str(my_rank)]);

% Wait momentarily.
pause(2.0);

% Finalize Matlab MPI.
MPI_Finalize;
disp('SUCCESS');
if (my_rank ~= MatMPI_Host_rank(comm))
  exit;
end



  

 

Demo folder ~/matlab/, watch top at the other machine



  

 

Parallel Matlab (Octave) using 
pMatlab

Global arrays – “…Communication is hidden from the programmer; arrays
are automatically redistributed when necessary, without the knowledge of the 
programmer…”

“…The ultimate goal of pMatlab is to move beyond basic messaging (and its
inherent programming complexity) towards higher level parallel data structures and 
functions, allowing any MATLAB user to parallelize their existing program by simply 
changing and adding a few lines,

Source: http://www.ll.mit.edu/mission/isr/pmatlab/pMatlab_intro.pdf

Global arrays – “…Communication is hidden from the programmer; arrays
are automatically redistributed when necessary, without the knowledge of the 
programmer…”

“…The ultimate goal of pMatlab is to move beyond basic messaging (and its
inherent programming complexity) towards higher level parallel data structures and 
functions, allowing any MATLAB user to parallelize their existing program by simply 
changing and adding a few lines,

Source: http://www.ll.mit.edu/mission/isr/pmatlab/pMatlab_intro.pdf



  

 

Instead of:



  

 

Write using pMatlab:



  

 



  

 



  

 

Proceed to pMatlab slides...



  

 

Matlab (Octave) + Condor
Sample 1:

submit file (cp.sub)
------------------------
universe        = vanilla
executable      = cp1.bat
initialdir      = C:\user\CondorMatlab
log             = matlabtest.log
error           = matlabtest.err
input           = CondorMatlabTest.m
getenv          = true
requirements    = (NAME == "slot1@remotePC")
queue
---------------------------

cp1.bat
----------------
cd "C:\PROGRA~1\MATLAB\R2007b\bin\win32"
matlab.exe  -r  "CondorMatlabTest"
 



  

 

Condor Demos

• On my PC: C:\Users\telzur\Documents\BGU\
Teaching\ParallelProcessing\PP2011A\Lectures\06\
condor_demo_2010

• *** has a bug ***

On the Linux vdwarf – Condor + Octave
/users/agnon/misc/tel-zur/condor/octave

• On the Linux vdwarf – Condor + Matlab
/users/agnon/misc/tel-zur/condor/matlab/
example_legendre



  

 

0utput of the Matlab+Condor demo0utput of the Matlab+Condor demo


